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From:
To: PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Subject: Submission - Bylong Coal Project (R040/17)
Date: Saturday, 22 April 2017 9:00:13 PM

Dear Commissioners,

Please accept this submission of objection to the proposed Bylong Coal Project from a
 person whose first experience of ‘living in the country’ was at the Bylong properties
 known as ‘Lee Creek’ and ‘Carawatha’. I lived there as a primary-aged child and attended
 the local Bylong Public School with my younger brother. My father worked for Drs
 Twigg and Lonregan on their beef cattle property.

This was my first experience of country life after being born in Fairfield NSW (Sydney)
 and not moving to Bylong until I was 8 years of age. Life there was – and still is –
 magical, prosperous, beautiful and so very Australian. Please do not harm this magical
 valley by mining this beautiful and bountiful land!

The project must be rejected. Its anticipated impacts on agricultural land, horse-breeding
 country, heritage and water are some of the worst ever seen for a coal mine proposal in
 this state and will cause enormous, irreparable damage. I can recall water always being an
 important commodity even in my childhood years there (early 1970s) and the degradation
 that mining would impose upon the Bylong Valley's watercourses will be monumental and
 unrepairable.

Water and soil are far more valuable to NSW than opening up another coal mine in such a
 pristine valley. How can such history be ruined? It was at Tarwyn Park that I attended a
 friend's birthday party only to find that Rain Lover – dual winner of the Melbourne Cup in
 1968/9 – was standing there at stud. I was fortune enough to meet one of Australia's great
 racehorses and it is a memory I can never forget. But to decimate the historically
 significant Tarwyn Park at the same time as totally decimating such a valuable agricultural
 site would be sacrilege.

I wholeheartedly object to the Bylong Coal project for the following reasons:

It would destroy several hundred hectares of strategic agricultural land and several
 hundred more of land that was supposed to be protected as part of the Upper Hunter
 equine critical industry cluster.

It proposes two open cut pits on the floodplain alongside a productive alluvial
 aquifer which currently supports cropping, beef studs and millions of dollars worth
 of agricultural production.

The mine will dramatically draw down this aquifer and risks permanently depleting
 it because the predicted water loss is greater than the recharge rate.

The Bylong project will open-cut historic Tarwyn Park, which has been, for forty
 years, a living laboratory for Natural Sequence Farming method of regenerative
 agriculture.

The State Heritage Council is currently considering listing the world-famous Tarwyn
 Park property on NSW's State Heritage Register.

I urge the NSW Planning Assessment Committee to reject this project as this is the final







































 









 













































































































 



























































































































































































































 













































































































































































































































 









































































































































 





























































From:
To: PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Subject: Submission - Bylong Coal Project (R040/17)
Date: Friday, 21 April 2017 12:40:19 PM

Dear Commissioners,

Please accept this my submission of outright objection to the proposed Bylong Coal
 Project.

I urge you to reject this project. Its anticipated impacts on clean water sources, food
 production, agricultural land, horse-breeding country, and heritage are some of the worst
 ever seen for a coal mine proposal in this state and will cause enormous, irreparable
 damage.

Clean water and fertile soil are far more valuable to the people of NSW and Australia than
 opening up another coal mine in such a pristine valley. Clean water and fertile soil provide
 sustainable long term returns from food production that supports a significant population
 both in terms of labour and employment and in terms of nutritional sustenance.

I object to the project for the following reasons.

It would destroy several hundred hectares of strategic agricultural land and several hundred
 more of land that was supposed to be protected as part of the Upper Hunter equine critical
 industry cluster that once polluted, drained, and pillaged will be years and years in
 reclamation (at whose cost) before it maybe becomes agriculturally productive once again.

It proposes two open cut pits on the floodplain alongside a productive alluvial aquifer
 which currently supports cropping, beef studs and millions of dollars worth of agricultural
 production.

The mine will dramatically draw down this aquifer and risks permanently depleting it
 because the predicted water loss is greater than the recharge rate. This would mean that
 any attempt at reclamation (should this indeed ever happen and I question at whose cost
 would reclamation occur and who will ensure that such measures are followed through
 and completed to restore the land to its former productive state), after the mines have been
 economically emptied, would take years and years to remove polluted soils, reinstate
 fertile productive land, and allow the re-establishment of the water table to its natural
 viable level.

The Bylong project will also open-cut historic Tarwyn Park, which has been, for forty
 years, a living laboratory for Natural Sequence Farming method of regenerative
 agriculture. The State Heritage Council is currently considering listing the world-famous
 Tarwyn Park property on NSW's State Heritage Register. The proposed mines would
 completely undo all of the work of Peter Andrews in restoring the health of the flood plain
 and water ways and the fertility of previously over-grazed land in the Valley.

The natural beauty of the area will be gone.

I understand that the Bylong Valley lies within lands traditionally occupied by Aboriginal
 people of the Wiradjuri, Gamileroi and Wonnarua language groups and is an area of
 significance to Aboriginal people with a total of 343 sites recorded in 1981 after a study
 undertaken for an assessment of a proposed dam (Haglund, 1981).
















































